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Maintenance programs management 
in Blue Eye new version 4.3.9 



Generic job cards by aircraft type 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Job Cards” module you can create a list of 
generic jobs/tasks (scheduled or unscheduled) 
related to an aircraft type. You can specify 
descriptive information, setup intervals, detail 
required spare parts and tooling , and attach pdf 
procedures as related files. Those jobs/tasks can 
later on be attached to one or several of your 
Maintenance Programs. This way when a 
manufacturer Maintenance Manual revision is 
published, you simply modify a job card once and it 
will be updated for all associated Maintenance 
Programs 



Generic job cards by aircraft type 

Maintenance Programs 

Job Card reference: the manufacturer maintenance 
manual reference linked to the job procedure 

Condition: Scheduled or Unscheduled. Scheduled 
jobs will be added to your Maintenance programs 
because they will require potential tracking 

Apply to aircraft: Uncheck this checkbox if the 
selected job applies to an engine 

Part Reference: Only apply for component 
Requirement Type. This allows specifying to which 
part reference/part number the job applies. 

ATA: Select job card ATA chapter  

MPD Code: Unique code of the aircraft 
manufacturer Maintenance Planning Document 

Title: A small summary of the job card content if 
available 

Description: The job description (mandatory) 

Access: How to access the place where the job must 
be performed (large aircraft) 

Zone: The aircraft zone code(s) (large aircraft) 

Observation: Any additional information 
concerning the application of this job/requirement 
(i.e. Salty atmosphere only, post modification xxx 
only) 

Manuf. Rev.: The manufacturer Maintenance 
manual revision number 

Awareness status: Normal/Critical/EWIS/CDCCL 

Source: The source document from which the 
requirement was retrieved 



Managing Maintenance Programs 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Maintenance Programs“ 
module you can create and manage 
several Maintenance Programs for 
your fleet. For each Maintenance 
Program selected you access the 
detail on the right panel. A 
Maintenance Program can include all 
required requirements for an aircraft 
type (scheduled inspections, 
components hard time, 
Airworthiness Directives, 
Manufacturers Publications, …) 

Maintenance Programs 
Requirements: The list of 
all requirements (job 
cards/task cards) that are 
available in the selected 
Maintenance Program 

Scheduled Packages: The 
list of all scheduled 
inspection packages for the 
selected Maintenance 
Program 



Individual Inspections/Requirements potential tracking in your fleet 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Inspections” 
module, you can track 
stand alone inspections. 
Each and every inspection 
has its own individual 
potential tracking. 

To add inspections/requirements tracking to 
one of your aircraft, select the appropriate 
aircraft in the list, then switch to edit mode and 
click on “Add”. A popup form appears with the 
list of applicable inspections. Select the required 
inspections and add them to the list of 
associated requirements 



Individual Inspections/Requirements potential tracking in your fleet 

Maintenance Programs 

Add all necessary 
inspections/requirements 
in the list of associated 
requirements of the 
selected aircraft then click 
on “Validate”. Do not forget 
to save your changes 

A combobox above the associated requirements 
grid is available for users to set quickly an 
application status to all inspections at once: Not 
Set (user will choose later), Applicable, Not 
Applicable, Complied with (for one time action 
inspections) 



Individual Inspections/Requirements potential tracking in your fleet 

Maintenance Programs 

For each inspection added 
to the selected aircraft 
tracking, you can select the 
status and the “Last Perf.” 
information for the 
potentials 

Related files: You can 
upload associated related 
files to your inspections 

Historical: In this tab you 
can access the historical of 
application of this 
inspection. This historical is 
generated automatically 
from the list of Purchase 
Orders recorded in Blue Eye 



Packages - group your individuals scheduled requirements into packages 

Maintenance Programs 

In the Packages module you can 
add inspections packages tracking 
if you do not want to track every 
single inspection individually. This 
module allows you to select from a 
list of available packages that you 
have already setup in your 
Maintenance Program so that 
every aircraft of your fleet linked to 
the same Maintenance Program 
will have the same package list. 

To add packages tracking to an 
aircraft of your fleet, select the 
appropriate aircraft then switch to 
edit mode and click on “Add” in the 
main ribbon 

A popup form appears showing the 
list of available generic packages. 
Select the required packages (all 
normally) and associate them to 
the selected aircraft tracking. Then 
validate. Do not forget to save 



Packages - group your individuals scheduled requirements into packages 

Maintenance Programs 

After validating the popup 
form, the selected packages 
added to the tracking of the 
selected aircraft. When 
selecting a package you can 
access the inspections list 
attached to this package in 
the detail tab on the right 

Do not forget to setup the 
potentials “Last Perf.” 
information for an accurate 
due list tracking 

Warning: You need to save before 
being able to see the retrieved 
inspections/requirements 
associated to the packages added 



Packages - group your individuals scheduled requirements into packages 

Maintenance Programs 

After saving data, the system will 
automatically retrieve all the 
inspections that are currently tracked 
for the selected aircraft. This list is 
automatically generated and will 
update automatically based on 
Maintenance programs or 
inspections tracking changes 

Warning: This “Requirements” list is 
automatically generated. If for 
example you go in the “Inspections” 
module and remove one of these 
inspections from the selected aircraft 
tracking, then it will not show in this 
package anymore because it will not 
be in your aircraft tracking anymore. 



Maintenance Due List - How it looks 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Maintenance 
Scheduling” module you can 
now retrieve the packages due 
for maintenance 

In the main ribbon, set the 
appropriate settings and click 
on “Display Due List”. See the 
number of retrieved packages 
in the right details pane 

For each package retrieved, click the 
expand button to access the details. 
By simply selecting the package, all 
associated inspections/requirements 
can be added to a new maintenance 
Purchase Order 



Maintenance Due List - How it looks 

Maintenance Programs 

If you click on the “Inspections” 
button you can access the list of all 
tracked inspections due for the select 
aircraft. In this case we see nothing 
because all the tracked inspections 
are packaged and so should not be 
added individually 

If you want to see the inspections that 
are packaged to select them 
individually, click on “Show packaged 
tasks” in the main ribbon 



Maintenance Due List - How it looks 

Maintenance Programs 

After clicking on “Show packaged 
tasks” in the main ribbon, the 
packaged requirements/inspections 
appear in the grid. You can select 
individual requirements/inspections 
to add them to a new maintenance 
Purchase Order 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

It is now also possible to package other scheduled 
requirements such as: 
- Components requirements, 
- Airworthiness Directives, 
- Manufacturer Publications (Service bulletins) 
- Miscellaneous requirements 

In this case we are in the “Airworthiness Directives” 
module. The selected (example) AD has a repetitive 
action to be performed every 600 Hrs. So it is 
possible to decide to add this requirement to our 600 
Hrs package in order to simplify the due list 
management 

Currently we can see that the required action is “Not 
linked” to a requirement of our Maintenance 
Program for the selected aircraft. We first need to 
link it  



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

We go back In the “Job Cards” module and create a 
new generic job card/requirement that has 
requirement type as “Airworthiness Directive”. 
Then we specify the AD number concerned (2013-
0195) as the job card reference and we specify all 
required work description information. This job 
card is then available for the selected aircraft type 
and can be added to a Maintenance Program  

Do not forget to set the 
required scheduled interval 
for this new requirement 

Based on the “Requirement 
type” information, the flag 
image changes to let you 
know quickly that this work 
is linked an AD 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Maintenance Programs” 
module, we select the required 
Maintenance Program and switch to 
edit mode. In the “Requirements” tab 
we click on the “Add” button above 
the grid to see the list of available job 
cards appear in a popup form 

In the popup form we have in the left grid: 
- The list of generic job cards available for the selected 

aircraft type that have not yet been associated to the 
selected Maintenance Program 

In the right grid we have: 
- The list of job cards that have already been associated 

to the selected Maintenance Program 
We now simply need to select the new requirement in the 
left grid and associate it to our Maintenance Program 
using the yellow arrow button. Then we validate 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

The new AD requirement is now 
associated (included) in our 
Maintenance Program. Go to 
the second tab “Scheduled 
Packages”, select the 
appropriate package in which 
you want to add the AD 
requirement, then click on the 
“Associate Job Card to selected 
Inspection” purple button above 
the grid. A popup form will 
appear, giving the possibility to 
associate work into the selected 
package 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

In the popup form, select the 
new Maintenance Program 
requirement and associate it to 
the selected package using the 
yellow arrow. Then validate (do 
not forget to save) 

Note: To filter the list of available job 
cards/requirements, you can use the 
“Auto Filter” row above the grid 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

The 600 Hrs. package has 
now one more requirement 
associated to it, which is 
the new AD requirement 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

Note: If we go back in the “Packages” module 
now, we can see that the newly associated AD 
requirement is not in the tracked contents of the 
package for the selected aircraft, we still have only 
32 requirements associated, this is because we 
only associated the generic requirement in the 
Maintenance Program. Now we have to go in the 
“Airworthiness Directives” module and “link” the 
appropriate AD to the Maintenance Program 
requirement 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Airworthiness Directives” module, select the 
appropriate AD and switch to edit mode. Then in the 
associated 600 Hrs. potential click on the “Not linked” 
column. A list of available requirements from your 
Maintenance Program appear. Select the appropriate 
requirement to link the AD potential to the requirement 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

After saving data, the AD associated 600 Hrs. 
potential is now linked to the Maintenance 
Program requirement (See the requirement 
index number). Since this requirement has 
been associated to a 600 Hrs Package in the 
Maintenance Program, it will now be 
automatically added to the package contents 
for the selected aircraft 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Packages” module, we can now see the 
associated requirements of the 600 Hrs 
package for the selected aircraft has been 
updated and contains one more work 
description related to the AD requirement 
that we just linked. The flag image help us 
quickly notice that this requirement is related 
to a potential in the “Airworthiness 
Directives” 

Warning: If you do not see the new 
requirement in the list, do not forget to click 
on “Refresh” in the main ribbon. The new 
version of Blue Eye uses a multi tab system so 
you need to refresh at all time to be sure to 
have the latest version 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Maintenance Scheduling” module, 
we can also see the 600 Hrs package 
contents is updated. You can now, in just 
one click, select all the scheduled 
inspections and AD repetitive actions to 
add them into a new maintenance 
Purchase Order (PO). When closing the 
PO after the work has been performed, 
all the potentials will update and 
reforecast automatically. Maintenance 
records historical will be generated 
automatically 

Warning: If an AD scheduled 
work/requirement is associated into a 
package, it will not show by default as a stand 
alone requirement in the due list. To make it 
appear and be able to select it individually, 
you need to click on the “Show Packaged 
Tasks” button in the main ribbon 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

After selecting the package 
and clicking on “Add to 
New Purchase Order” 
button, the new PO wizard 
appears and all the package 
contents have been added 
to the PO 



Other requirements - Add an AD repetitive action to a Package 

Maintenance Programs 

In the “Purchase Orders” 
module you can then select 
individually which job has 
been performed and which 
has not 



Maintenance Program approval by CAA 

Maintenance Programs 

Note: It is possible to extract a report version of 
the Maintenance Programs that are recorded in 
Blue Eye for approval by your civil aviation 
authority. The report contains an automatic 
table of contents and displays your logo. 3 
different reports are available and they can be 
exported in different formats such as pdf 
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